Legal Services
Overview

CLICK | PROTECT | SHARE™

WINDTALKER Protect and share client privileged information with assurance that it will be available
to only the intended audience throughout its discovery and disclosure lifecycle.

LEGAL CHALLENGES THAT WINDTALKER ADDRESSES:
PRESERVE SACROSANCT PRIVILEGES
How well do you MANAGE your Privilege Logs?
File protection is not enough. WindTalker provides
protection of the data itself — across every step of
the litigation process. The risk and pain associated
with managing privilege logs is eliminated.

DEFEAT WAIVER ARGUMENTS
How often do you WIN waiver arguments?
When information is inadvertently released, you will
need to prove that your firm took reasonable care
to protect against a breach. WindTalker IS that
protection for all disclosed documents.

MANAGE PTO COMPLIANCE
Do you CONTROL PTO visibility and access?
Everyone is on the trust system… until they get
caught! WindTalker enables you to track all opens,
prints, and shares, determine if a PTO is violated,
and then mitigate the damage.

STRENGTHEN YOUR PTO POSITION
Can you DEFEND your PTO?
A PTO defines access levels to a range of stakeholders. WindTalker enables compliance for all
parties within one version of any document. Once
the case is over, access can be remotely shut-off.

ATTY CLIENT PRIVILIGED
ATTY WORK PRODUCT
CONFIDENTIAL
One Document
to serve them all...

JOINT DEFENSE

“THE VALUE OF WINDTALKER to the business and its users is not just more or better security —

WindTalker reduces steps in the workflow to protect and share information, creating
significant ROI to the business. Better security that drives lower cost!”

— Managing Partner, Top 50 Law Firm

HOW IT WORKS:
CLICK-PROTECT-SHARE: WindTalker works the way you do, within your most commonly used
applications. Simply click on the data you wish to protect, assign access to individuals or groups,
and share the newly protected document. The protection follows your document throughout its
lifecycle, no matter how it is accessed, copied, pasted and attached.
FREE TRIAL ACCOUNT: Getting started is easy. Simply visit our web site at windtalkersecurity.com and
click on “Sign Up”. Our team will help you set-up the trial account that is right for you and you can
start protecting your documents immediately.
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